
25 Years Of The Toronto Raptors - Celebrating
a Basketball Dynasty
In 1995, the Toronto Raptors entered the National Basketball Association (NBA)
as the first Canadian franchise. Over the past 25 years, the team has left an
indelible mark on the basketball world, revolutionizing the sport in Canada and
captivating fans around the globe. From their early struggles to becoming NBA
champions, the Toronto Raptors' journey has been a rollercoaster of emotions
and triumphs that deserves celebration.

Founding Years: The Rise of a New Team

When the NBA awarded a franchise to Toronto, basketball fans in Canada were
overjoyed. The city embraced their new team, and the Raptors quickly became a
symbol of Canadian pride. However, building a competitive team from scratch
was no small feat.

The Raptors faced numerous challenges during their early years, battling through
seasons filled with losses and disappointment. However, the commitment and
resilience of the players, coaches, and fans laid a strong foundation for future
success.
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One of the brightest moments during this period was the arrival of Vince Carter, a
young and talented player who left an indelible mark on the Raptors franchise.
His electrifying dunks and flashy style of play not only revitalized the team's
image but also put Toronto on the basketball map.

The Carter Era: A Star's Ascent

Vince Carter's arrival catapulted the Raptors into the spotlight. His high-flying
performances drew in fans from all over and helped establish the team as a
legitimate contender. Carter's seven seasons in Toronto were marked by
unforgettable moments, including his Slam Dunk Contest victory in 2000 and his
iconic performance in the All-Star Game.

Although the Carter era ultimately ended with his departure in 2004, his impact on
the organization cannot be overstated. He laid the groundwork for future success
and inspired a new generation of basketball players in Canada.

The Bargnani Years: Ups and Downs

Following Carter's departure, the Raptors embarked on a rebuilding phase. The
team underwent various roster changes and coaching transitions in search of the
right formula for success. One significant development during this period was the
arrival of Andrea Bargnani, the first overall pick in the 2006 NBA Draft.

Bargnani, a skilled big man with a unique shooting touch, showed promise early
in his career. However, injuries and inconsistent performances hindered his
progress, making his time in Toronto a mixed bag for fans. Despite the highs and
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lows, Bargnani's tenure can be seen as a stepping stone towards the team's
future success.

The DeRozan-Lowry Era: Building a Contender

In 2009, the Raptors acquired Kyle Lowry through a trade, marking the beginning
of a new chapter for the team. Paired with DeMar DeRozan, the duo formed a
dynamic backcourt that became the pillar of the Raptors' resurgence.

Under the guidance of head coach Dwane Casey, the Raptors achieved a level of
consistency and competitiveness unseen in previous years. Year after year, the
team made the playoffs and earned respect as a difficult opponent. The
backcourt duo of DeRozan and Lowry developed into All-Stars, earning
accolades for their contributions to the team.

However, despite regular-season success, playoff disappointments plagued the
Raptors during this era. Early exits and struggles against stronger opponents left
fans and players yearning for the ultimate prize – an NBA championship.

The Championship: A Historic Triumph

2019 marked a turning point for the Toronto Raptors. Led by a resilient group of
players and coach Nick Nurse, the team finally broke through their playoff barriers
and made a historic run to the NBA Finals.

The Finals series against the heavily-favored Golden State Warriors showcased
the Raptors' tenacity and determination. The team rallied behind stars such as
Kawhi Leonard, Pascal Siakam, and Kyle Lowry, eventually defeating the
Warriors to win the franchise's first-ever NBA championship.

The victory ignited a wave of celebration in Toronto and across Canada. The
Raptors' triumph not only solidified their place in basketball history but also united



an entire nation behind the game of basketball. The championship run will forever
be etched in the hearts of Raptors fans.

The Legacy and Future

As the Toronto Raptors celebrate their 25th anniversary, they can proudly reflect
on their journey from underdogs to champions. The team's success has brought
international recognition to Canadian basketball, inspiring a new generation of
players and fans.

The Raptors are no longer just a basketball team; they are a symbol of passion,
resilience, and unwavering support. As the franchise looks ahead, it continues to
strive for greatness, aiming to build upon its remarkable legacy and add more
chapters to its storied history.

When the next 25 years of Toronto Raptors basketball are written, there is no
doubt that it will be full of new triumphs and memorable moments that captivate
both dedicated fans and casual observers alike.
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NATIONAL BESTSELLER

"Doug Smith always gets the first question in any Raptors press conference--as
the dean of our press corps, he's been in the front row for every development
over the past 25 years. There's no one better placed to write a history of our
team's first quarter century."
--Nick Nurse, head coach, Toronto Raptors

Bringing Jurassic Park to your home, a celebration of Canada's most exciting
team.

When the Toronto Raptors first took the court back in 1995, the world was a very
different place. Michael Jordan was tearing up the NBA. No one had email. And a
lot of people wondered whether basketball could survive in Toronto, the holy city
of hockey.

More than two decades later, the Raptors are the heroes not only of the 416, but
of the entire country. That is the incredible story of We the North, told by Doug
Smith, the Toronto Star reporter who has been covering the team since the press
conference announcing Canada's new franchise and the team's beat reporter
from that day on.

Comprising twenty-five chapters to mark the team's first twenty-five years, We the
North celebrates the biggest moments--from Vince Carter's amazing display at
the dunk competition to the play-off runs, the major trades, the Raptors' incredible
fans, including Nav Bhatia and Drake, and, of course, the challenges that marked
the route to the championship-clinching Game 6 that brought the whole country to
a standstill.



We the North: 25 Years of the Toronto Raptors tells the story of Canada's most
exciting team, charting their rise from a sporting oddity in a hockey-mad country
to the status they hold today as the reigning NBA champions and national heroes.
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